
 

 

 

 

  
I wish to have a car makeover  

Daniel, 17 
bone cancer 

 

Seventeen-year-old Daniel leads an athletic lifestyle and 

enjoys the game of basketball the most. However, a 

week after his monumental sixteenth birthday, Daniel 

began to experience leg pain. After an x-ray, his medical 

team discovered a tumor on Daniel’s right femur bone. 

Following an MRI and additional exams, Daniel was 

diagnosed with Ewing’s Sarcoma, a rare form of bone 

cancer. It was not long after that Daniel underwent 

surgery to remove the tumor and followed up with 

chemotherapy treatments. His treatment journey has 

been difficult on him, but after hearing he has been 

promised a wish, Daniel’s focus has turned into motivation and hope towards a bright future. 

Daniel enjoys spending time pursing his artistic abilities and creative drawing. He really enjoys 

sketching and hopes to become a tattoo artist one day. When he is spending time outdoors, he 

enjoys shooting hoops or passing the football with his friends. 

Daniel’s young life in foster care has inspired his wish to have his biological father’s 1978 El 

Camino transformed into his dream car. This was his father’s very first car, and since it has been 

passed down to Daniel, he hopes that it can be his first car as well. He used to spend time with 

his dad working on this car when he was young, and it would mean a lot to Daniel to keep it as a 

part of the family. Daniel imagines decking his new ride out in style with all black paint, new 

wheels, clean interior, and all-around great aesthetic. Renewing this car is important to Daniel 

because he wants to have a reliable mode of transportation to bring himself to and from work 

and to set himself up for a positive future. He also plans to work toward his driver’s license 

during his treatments, so he is ready to get behind the wheel once his heartfelt wish comes to 

life! Having this wish granted will be life-changing for Daniel and provide him with his very own 

newly made-over car to proudly call his own. 


